SWAROVSKI SMOKED TOPAZ & Lt COLORADO TOPAZ NECKLACE
Kit Post Free: $41.50.
$25.80 if using 8mm
bicones instead of pear
settings:
$17.30 using all pearls.
Other colours and gold
plate available only with
8mm bicones or pearls.
Material supplied in kit
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

280mm light chain
2 x 5mm split rings
1 lobster clasp
6 x 4mm smoked topaz bicones
12 x 6mm smoked topaz bicones
14 x 6mm light Colorado topaz bicones
5 smoked topaz pear settings (13 x 7.8mm) or substitute 8mm bicones or pearls
15 x 25mm eye pins
(5 x 25mm head pins only if using 8mm bicones or pearls)

Tools required (not included in kit)
•
•
•

Small round nose pliers
Wire cutters
Split ring pliers (optional)

Step 1
Prepare centre piece - place a 6mm dark bicone (or pearl) on eye pin then light bicone and
make a loop on the other end ensuring that it is parallel to the first loop (cut off excess)
and close loop onto the pear setting. If using 8mm bicones or pearls – place 8mm bicone
or pearl on head pin and make a loop cutting off excess then close the eye pin loop onto
the head pin. For second eye pin place a light bicone first then a dark one, make a
parallel loop and connect to the top of the first eye pin.
Step 2
The second drop - place a 6mm light bicone then a dark one on an eye pin, make a
parallel loop and join it to the top eye pin of the first drop. Take another eye pin, place a
light bicone then a dark one, make a loop at right angles to the one on the other end and
join it to the last eye pin. Open the other end of this eye pin and join it to the second pear
(or 8mm bicone or pearl) ensuring that both pear settings face the same way when laid
flat on a table.

Step 3
The third drop - place a 6mm dark bicone then a light one on an eye pin, make a parallel
loop and join it to the top of the second drop. Place one 6mm light bicone on an eye pin,
make a right angle loop and join to the other end of the pin you just joined to the second
drop. Open the other end of this eye pin and join it to the third pear (or 8mm bicone or
pearl) ensuring that all pear settings face the same way when laid flat on a table.
Step 4
Place a 6mm dark bicone then a light one and another dark one onto an eye pin, make a
parallel loop and join it to the top of the third drop. Place three 4mm bicones and a 6mm
light bicone onto an eye pin, make a parallel loop and join it to the other end of the pin
holding the three 6mm bicones. Open the other end of this eye pin and join it to the chain.
Step 5
You have now completed the centre piece and half of the necklace. Repeat steps 2 to 4 for
the other side of the necklace. Make sure that the necklace lays flat and even at each
stage.
Step 6
Cut the chain at the midway point and connect a split ring to each end. Add the lobster
clasp to one end. Congratulations it’s finished.
Colour set combinations for 8mm Bicone option:
Smkd Topaz/LT Colorado
Amethyst/Lt Amethyst
Siam/Light Siam
Violet/Tanzanite

Aquamarine/Capri Blue
Sapphire/Lt Sapphire
Montana/Indian Sapphire
Emerald/Erinite

Topaz/Lt Topaz
Hyacinth/Sun
Rose/Light Rose
Black Diamond/Jet

0r make up your own combination from our extensive range of bicone or pearl colours.
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